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First of all, I would like to thank you 
for electing me to serve the Lodge as 
its Master for 2016. It is truly an 
honor and the highlight of my 
Masonic journey. I pray that I will be 
able to meet and exceed your 
expectations as a leader. I will be 
drawing on the lessons learned while 
progressing thru the officer line and 
doing my best to apply the wise 
counsel given to me by those who 
have traveled the same or similar 
routes. I am counting on the fine line 
of Officers we have just installed to 
move the Lodge forward. 

 

As geometry starts with a point and that point expands to a line and 
so forth, we need a point to focus on. That point is a Mission 
Statement and ours for the coming year is; “To Provide an 
Environment in which Good Men can become Better Men”. This is 
not just for the new brother who is beginning his journey, but for 
every member of the Lodge! Executive training classes teach: for 
one to improve, one must evaluate the current status, decide on a 
plan for change, implement the change and re-evaluate to see if 
that change made a positive difference and then repeat as needed. 

 

I challenge each of you to evaluate your progress on becoming a 
better man and if improvement is desired, make a plan to change. 
If the Lodge is not providing you with the environment you need to 
implement your change, ask an Officer to see if we can help to 
modify the environment. The environment includes but is not 
limited to; the building and its furnishings, the programs and the 
knowledge of the brothers providing guidance. 

 

December has already started off with a flurry of activities, many 
of which are covered in other articles found throughout this Trestle 
Board. We had our Installation of Lodge Officers, an Action 
Planning meeting which defined the programs available this year, 
we had our Holiday Party which culminated a very successful 
Angel Giving Tree charity drive where many brothers and guests 
generously donated toys and clothes to needy children for 
Christmas. 

 

Finally, I congratulate WB Merle Anderson on a fine year in which 
he evaluated and implemented changes. My hope is that we can do 
as good or better in the coming year. 

 

Fraternally, 

 

Bob Beffel 

Worshipful Master 

GREETINGS 

FROM THE WEST  

Brothers, 

Another year just is done! My, how 
quickly it flashed before our eyes. 

It’s a New Year, and wanted to thank 
everyone for a great year, 2015. It was 
a quick and busy year, and am looking 
forward to another fantastic year of 
2016. 

I hope everyone had a safe and 
wonderful Christmas and New Year 
with their friends and family.  

From my heart I want to thank you for your electing me Senior 
Warden - am honored. and will do my best to try and fulfill the 
duties of my position and “do-right” by the craft and those that 
served before me. Moving to the West, I am relishing the 
opportunity to support Worshipful Bob Beffel in the Oriental 
Chair, as he continues our many fine traditions.  

I would like to congratulate Worshipful Merle Anderson (PM), 
for his stewardship in the East, guiding our beloved Lodge 
through another year of challenges, while ever maintaining our 
high standards of ritual. 

Want to thank the many Brothers for their support throughout 
the year.   

As the new Senior Warden, I feel I’m leaving the South in the 
very capable hands of Bro, Curt Hill, our New Junior Warden.  

I consider my time in the South a privilege, there were many 
helping hands along the way with Brothers ever ready to step up 
and help, in particular Brother Johnson who spent many hours 
over the stove. 

Would like to congratulate all Brethren who were appointed to 
their offices.  

Am very excited and look forward to working with them as well 
as the brethren in the upcoming years. 

Thank you to everyone who attended the Installation of Officers 
on Sunday 12-13-15. We had close to a full house and delicious 
food. 

Brothers, thank you for giving me this opportunity to serve as 
Senior Warden. It is indeed a great honor and privilege to serve 
this great Lodge of Scottsdale through the 2016 Masonic Year. 

God Bless all, and wish everyone a healthy and prosperous New 
Year.  

Fraternally and sincerely. 

James Callahan 

Senior Warden 

GREETINGS 

FROM THE EAST 
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From the Senior Stewards Chair 
 
Happy New Year Brethren, 

 I wish to thank you all as well as our new Worshipful Master for 
your continued confidence in my abilities to serve this Lodge. 

 As is inherent with any changing of station, my duties for the year 
have changed. As opposed to saying the prayers during our meetings 
and ceremonies, I will now be doing a variety of tasks to benefit our 
Lodge. 

 I will be working with the Junior Steward to prepare new members 
for degree work before the ceremonies; making sure the candidate 
clothing is clean; greeting new people, members, really anyone who 
enter our doors. This is all of course in addition to the ceremonial 
duties of the station in which I have been in entrusted to me. 

 I look forward to working with you all and promoting the welfare of 
the Lodge. 

Fraternally, 
 Brother Matthew Hartzell 
 Senior Steward 

GREETINGS FROM THE SOUTH 

 

Dear Brother, 

The Installation of Officers for 2016 has 
come and gone and I now find myself in the 
honorable position of Junior Warden. As I 
try my best to fill the requirements of this 
position and to set an example for all the 
Brothers of the Lodge, I must look first at 
what the Junior Warden is charged with 
doing. At the Installation, the following 
words were read to me and I think you may 
find them interesting: 

 
“To you is committed the superintendence of 
the Craft during the hours of refreshment. It 
is therefore indispensably necessary that you 
should not only be temperate and discreet in 
the indulgence of your own inclinations but 
that you should carefully observe that none 
of the Craft be suffered to convert the means 
of refreshment into intemperance and excess.” 

 
Well, taken literally, one might think this is a warning to not let the 
Brothers or myself drink too much, but, as we know, much of the 
writings of Masonry are meant to be taken metaphorically and 
applied to our lives outside of the Lodge as well as in it. The 
metaphorical meaning is not always clear. Luckily, something else 
was read to me that sheds a little light on the previous, and also 
illuminates the meaning of the symbol of my office. 

 
“The Plumb - admonishes us to walk uprightly in our several 
stations, to hold the scale of justice in equal poise, to observe the just 
medium between intemperance and pleasure and to make our 
passions and prejudices coincide with the line of our duty… Look 
well to the South!” 

 
Such an eloquent way of saying, be fair, everything in moderation, 
and make sure your likes and dislikes are conducive to your values, 
beliefs, and the way of life you would like to be known for. 

 
What an honor it is for me to wear the Plumb and I invite you my 
Brother, to join me in “Looking well to the South!” 

 

In Brotherly Love, 

Curt Hills 

Junior Warden 

HOLIDAY PARTY and THE ANGEL TREE 

Brethren, 

The Holiday Party this year was again a success. 

We provided drinks, meatballs and noodles but everything else was 
pot luck. 

The side dishes were great and the deserts were out of this world. 

We had 32 people participate in the White Elephant exchange. 

There were many nice gifts that got stolen until they were “safe”. 

There was even a gift that has been at the exchange for the past 4 
Holiday Parties, the Santa Gnome! 

It was especially nice to see so many new faces participating this 
year. 

This party also marked the culmination of the Angel Giving Tree so 
all presents were on display. 

The response to the Angel Giving Tree from Scottsdale Lodge and 
Friends was truly awesome! 

Your generosity to the program will ensure some very happy faces 
at Christmas for those in need. 

The tree was filled with 30 paper ornaments which were all picked 
up within two Lodge meetings. 

The gifts were all returned by the Holiday Party for everyone to see, 
under the tree. 

The next day we loaded up the SUV to capacity and delivered the 
gifts to the warehouse, where the gifts were then combined with 
others due that day for pickup on Monday. 

Thank you so much for taking time to shop and also to Stephen 
Clarke for making sure the gifts get to the right families. 

Amazing! 

 

Fraternally, 

Bob Beffel - WM 
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From the Secretary’s Desk 

 

SECRETARY POSITION 

 

As our new year soon starts, each officer is familiarizing 
himself with the duties and responsibilities of his position.  Our 
point of reference begins with the Constitution and Statutes of 
the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted 
Masons of Arizona 2015 and is augmented through discussions 
with the officer who held the position in 2015 and Worshipful 
Master Bob Beffel.  The Constitution spells the duties out in 
general, the preceding officer adds detailed specifics, and the 
Worshipful Master adds additional preferences and his key 
philosophies for the overall betterment of our lodge. 
The Secretary serves at the will and pleasure of the Worshipful 
Master.  Staying in tune with Worshipful Master Bob’s goal of 
“To provide an environment in which a good man can become 
better!,” I personally want all brethren to feel comfortable 
coming to me any time they need information or services.  Of 
course, over the next year I will be entertaining a heavy learning 
curve so answers may require research on my part before I can 
respond to you properly.   
Currently, the Secretary’s Office is open Monday through 
Thursday from 10am until 1pm so stop by for a few minutes.  I 
usually have a pot of coffee on if you’d like a cup.  Thursday is 
the busiest day of the week due to getting prepared for our 
meetings.  
 
The Secretary shall keep a copy of the Constitutions and 
Statutes of the Grand Lodge, which may from time to time be 
published, together with all the proceedings thereof as 
promulgated by its order.   
 The Secretary shall keep a record of all the members; the dates 
of their initiation, passing, raising, or affiliation; the name, 
number, and location of the Lodges of which those affiliated last 
were members; the age and occupation of each when received; 
and the dates of their withdrawal, expulsion, suspension, death, 
or restoration.   
  
Duties include the administrative functions required of most 
businesses such as:  processing documents, writing letters, 
maintaining office equipment and inventory, maintaining lodge 
databases, handling all requests from the Worshipful Master and 
brethren, answering phone calls, talking with prospective 
members to explain our Masonic fraternity, and most anything 
else that comes through our door. 
 
I believe we will have a great year in 2016.  There is a level of 
renewed excitement and we have many things to do which will 
give us all a greater sense of purpose and pride in being Masons.  
I encourage each of you to find a committee or role to serve on.  
If we all do a little bit, our lodge will be transformed into what 
we all desire in this great fraternity. 
 
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL MY BROTHERS! 
 
Fraternally, 

Stephen Clarke 

Secretary  

SCOTTSDALE MASONIC LODGE #43  

Outgoing WM Merle Anderson’s Farewell   

I would like to thank my friends and family for participating in this 
journey with me. It has been a challenge on many fronts the most is 
the time consideration. I never new this would be a second job. 
Beginning my journey was a necessity, I had 3 personal tragedies in 
my life in just a short period, and my grandmother advised me to 
find a lodge. Since my grandfather was a mason and he cherished 
being one I should seek it out. I grew up looking at his ring. Never 
knowing that it would be the path I would take to heal myself.  

We have lost many good masons, I have attended too many funerals 
as master, one of these was my top-line signer WB Joel Adams no 
matter his pain he came to lodge to tell of his stories of the donkey 
and camel. Another mentor of mine we lost a few years ago was WB 
Dennis Sprouse and just recently RW John Engstrom who I went 
through the York Rite Degrees with, all our brothers we have lost 
will be sorely missed. 

I began my Masonic Journey working in the kitchen for then JW 
John Reynolds. Where I found a bond with Lucas Jensen, Charles 
Castaneda, James Callahan and of course Bob Beffel and several 
others. I truly appreciate from the bottom of my heart all the men 
and women I have met in my journey as a member and officer of 
this lodge. In the coming days I am looking forward to my role I 
have in Amaranth as Bizzy’s counterpart. And the trouble I am able 
to get her into. 

If it wasn’t for RW Scott Thomas I would not have been Master of 
Scottsdale Masonic Lodge for he had the vision to start me off as 
Tyler, then moving me up to Chaplin and at the end of his year 
awarded me with the O.C. Wilson Mason of the year.  

I thank you Scott for all the guidance you have given me through the 
years, I am proud to call you my friend. WB Scott Tracy you are 
another true friend that I have the fortune to call brother and have 
appreciated your wise counsel. WB James Xie we have become 
great friends and brothers, I look forward to a long friendship. You 
may be young but your wisdom truly surpasses your youth. 

I have truly made some of the best friends I could ever ask for and 
you know you are. 

In closing. 

Think about what constitutes a good and healthy lodge.  Is it the 
largest, performs the best ritual, has a high percentage of retention, 
line officers who do the best in their chairs, and there are many more 
examples.  So again, which factor will stand out to build the best 
lodge? Some will think ritual performance since that is said to 
produce masons.   

Retention of members is a good indication of lodge health, and good 
health is always the base for a long life.  

I have found not all men are meant to be officers as I have seen 
many not fulfill their duty. Line officers doing their jobs well could 
be the product of study and practice, must also be the work of those 
who live masonry. It shouldn't be difficult to go deeper and find 
more, but at the end, I believe it comes down to combining all 
ingredients into a rich mixture to produce the golden result, 
FELLOWSHIP, which places all on the one level, casting out 
elitism, real or felt, and providing a cohesive membership of 
Masons. 

I believe there can be, and maybe should be, differences among men 
of goodwill, making good men, better men. Those who strive and 
have their eyes to the future.   

Again thank you for allowing me the privilege to be Master of 
Scottsdale Masonic Lodge #43 2015. 

Merle Anderson, 

Worshipful Master 2015 
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The 

CLOCK DOCTOR 
& Music Box Co 
We Have the Time for You 

Expert repairs 

 Bill Gesswein      
 Owner  

(480)951-8994 
 1-888-clockdr  

          www.clockdr.com 
E-Mail: clockdr@clockdr.com 

10610 N. 71st Place               
Scottsdale, AZ 85254               

 

 

 

From the Tyler 

 THE DOOR 

  What someone sees as a door to the lodge room, the mason sees as 
more.  On one side are all the values personified in masonry, 
visualized and acted upon; on the other, not the profane as such, but 
the ordinary pursuits of living.  This door, guarded by the tyler's 
sword, must of necessity, be a barrier between the two.  In the 
perfect world, there would be no door as all would be the 
embodiment of the mason.  We know not when this could be, so 
until then, we seal the door and wait.  

The Tyler's position probably is the most misunderstood of all the 
chairs.  It is thought it's somebody who sits outside who waits for a 
knock on the door so he can knock back.  It is thought by some 
officers as the first step toward advancing in the line.  In truth, it is a 
responsible position best occupied by a long time mason, a regular 
attender, mature, with practical knowledge of how things work.  He 
must be a personable greeter, remember visitors who have been here 
before, and take the responsibility of conducting examinations on 
first time visitors.  Informally, he can be a big help to the stewards as 
they prepare candidates for degrees.  The are many nuances to the 
tiler's position, which rise and fall with circumstances.  Perhaps 
being tyler may be the sole position without 100% definition of 
duties, one that requires rolling with changing situations.  Surely as 
stated, it is not the kindergarten of the line, but in reality a post 
graduate position. 

Dave Woodland PM 

Tyler 

From the Chaplain 
  

Greetings Brethren, 

As your Chaplain, I hold the position of being the spiritual leader of 
the lodge and I am responsible for leading us in non-denominational 
prayers during our rituals and meetings. In addition to the spiritual 
aspects of my position, I am also the lodge’s official prompter and 
will have my blue ritual book open during meetings to ensure that 
we are performing our ritual work correctly. My goal as the 
prompter is not to correct every minor mistake, but to aid our 
brethren who are struggling to perform our ritual work when 
needed. I feel that gently admonishing a brother of his more minor 
ritual errors following a lodge session can help to improve his ritual 
work in the future. A new thing some of you may have already 
noticed is that for this year, I have been asked by our Worshipful 
Master to cite the circumambulation prayers from the altar as 
opposed to moving around. The idea as it was presented to me was 
to create a focal point around the altar. If you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this change, please speak to the Worshipful 
Master directly. 

 

Fraternally, 

Jonathan Beffel 

Chaplain 

From the Marshal   

Happy 2016 Brethren, 

 

As we optimistically enter 2016, plotting the goals for the New 
Year, we may need to reflect upon the year past in order to gain 
perspective, orderly perspective. In the course of the recent 
Installation of New Officers of our Lodge, order is what the 
position of Marshal vowed to uphold in Temple for the coming 
year. The Baton is an emblem of his office. The crossed Batons are 
depicted on his jewel he honorably displays around his neck.  

 

In our Lodge, the Marshal has the unique duty of interrogating new 
candidates, prior to their first degree, to ensure they have honorable 
intentions before they proceed with the degrees of Masonry. This 
maybe the galvanizing moment our candidate realizes they are 
about to embark on a life long journey of service and self 
betterment. Our Lodge is among the finest in assisting good men 
realizing their potential and become better. 

 

The Marshal serves at the pleasure of the WM and is tasked with 
monitoring Lodge during session to assure order. The Marshal can 
be viewed as the traffic cop, making sure there are no accidents or 
disturbances during lodge and assures things run orderly. Order is 
necessary to assure peace and harmony during Lodge. Order is 
necessary when plotting sound plans and goals for the coming year 
and beyond. I wish you fair skies and a pleasant breeze at your back 
throughout 2016. 

 

Fraternally, 

Brother William F. Wilkins 
Marshal 
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2016 Installation of Officers 
The 2016 Officers of Scottsdale Masonic Lodge #43, were installed into their 
stations and places on Sunday, Dec 13, 2015. 
There was a great turnout by family and friends. 
Many thanks to the Installing officers, MWB Jim Rowan, RWB Scott Thomas 
and WB James “Bucky” Riggins as well as the Knights of Saint Andrew, 
Knights Templar and Job’s Daughters plus the musical accompaniment of VWB 
Mike McGee and WB Carlos Rausch.  
The 2015 Officers marched in to bagpipe music, the Lodge was opened for 
installation with a combined Flag Presentation by both the KSA and the Knights 
Templar. 
WM Merle presented the O. C. Wilson award to Dr. Darrell Smith for all his 
work this past year and then gave his Farwell address followed by one final 
congratulations to his officers for a fine year. 
The 2016 Officers were then escorted into the Lodge by RWB Scott Thomas as 
the Installing Marshal, again to bagpipes (this was one of the 1st times WB 
Carlos got to march in with the other officers). 
Each officer was installed, WB Carlos first so he could provide music as the new 
officers were escorted to their stations and places by the Installing Marshal. 
MWB Jim Rowan, as usual did a very impressive job as the Installing Master by 
explaining each Officer's duties and the badge of their office flawlessly and with 
meaning. 
WB Bucky Riggins (PM of Scottsdale in 1995) delivered an inspiring opening 
prayer and benediction. 
Prior to approaching the East, WB Bob Beffel was escorted by his wife Nancy 
through a combined honor guard from the Knights Templar and Knights of Saint 
Andrew. 
Finally, RWB Scott declared the Proclamation, making everything official. 
Since WB Bob is from Wisconsin, one of his presentation gifts was a “Cheese 
Head” Top Hat complete with a Cheese Head bowtie (see below). Everyone got 
a good chuckle out of that. 
 
The officers got together and presented a Masonic gavel, which is in the shape of 
a Maul. 
 
After installation, the officers retired to a receiving line and then everyone 
enjoyed plenty of food and beverages. 

In my year we…. 
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January Masonic Anniversaries 

Celebrating Another Year in the Light 

SCOTTSDALE MASONIC LODGE #43  

Mason”, and because he has not allowed himself to become 
“polluted” by the doctrine of elitism, he becomes the self 
sacrificing man that demands honor and privilege for his sacrifice.  

Bullies, in any form, destroy the spirit of brotherhood, and thereby 
Freemasonry. Ugly lodge politics is closely related to both of the 
problems listed above. The result is always loss of members.   

New members are almost always rushed into the officer line of the 
lodge and presented with the idea that if they do all the memory 
work they will advance to the chair in the east. Unfortunately, this 
isn’t always the case. Sometimes they get voted out of the line 
because they have advocated for changes or upset a Past Master. 

If someone has spent years memorizing the work and they are 
stopped from advancing they will feel cheated. What kind of 
brotherhood cheats its members out of things they have worked 
hard to achieve? 

The rules forbid politics in lodge. Enforce the rules and expel those 
who bring ugly politics into your lodge.  

The world has changed tremendously since 1717, and Freemasonry 
continued to evolve along with it until 1963. At this point in time 
“Change” became a dirty word to Freemasons. The result has been 
catastrophic.  

Freemasonry needs to adapt to the society in which it exist, or face 
being ignored and persecuted for folly. While the high ideals of 
brotherhood and morality should never be sacrificed, archaic ideas 
and old conventions must be abandoned to make way for the new. 
Life itself is a constant flow of changes. Why do some Freemasons 
feel Freemasonry is exempt from change?   

Conclusion: 

Animal Farm Freemasonry, Masonic Bullies, and unwillingness to 
Change are the three top reasons why modern Freemasonry has a 
membership retention problem. Solving these problems requires a 
great deal of soul searching on the part of the leadership of the 
fraternity, and a willingness to take meaningful action on the part 
of the membership. The future can be bright if Masons are willing 
to face the challenges ahead with an open mind and a firm resolve 
to do what is required for success.  

People want to be part of a true brotherhood that operates with 
moral conviction, and expresses a philosophy that leads to virtue 
and self improvement. Freemasonry can be that brotherhood if 
enough Masons want it to be.  

Article Submitted by Brother Brandon Valentine 
PM 

JAMES ALAN  POAGE                1/27/2000 

ALFRED G  BIELSKY                 1/27/1983 

BARNEY  BLAINE                       1/23/1958 

EDWARD J  BOOTH III               1/27/1977 

VINCENT A. MAZZOTTA           1/11/2007 

Frank Gilbert  Pankow                      1/9/2014 

CHARLES L  HALL                     1/26/1978 

WILLIAM  WOODS                      1/28/1988 

JAMES  XIE                                   1/18/2007 

RICHARD DODSON  DYER        1/14/2010 

JASON T  YAKEL                           1/9/2003 

LUCAS ELBERT  JANSSEN        1/14/2010 

WARREN D  FRY                         1/22/1976 

SHANE D. ECKBERG                  1/18/2007 

FRED I. LaBELL                           1/22/1969 

HELMUT JOHN  HAMMEN        1/13/2011 

ROSS T  SUMMERS                     1/23/1969 

ELLIOTT LANCE  KORONA      1/13/2011 

EVAN LEROY DAVIES APM     1/26/1984 

JOHN C.  DE MOSS                      1/29/2004 

JEFFREY M  BUTLER                 1/25/1990 

WILLIAM R.  BRYANT               1/31/1968 

JAMES AVERILL NELSON        1/23/2003 

LEE  FULTS                                  1/10/2008 

PETER J  ORPHANOS                  1/21/1957 

FRANK J AKERS                         1/15/1953 

Michael Allen  Lien                          1/9/2014 

DOUGLAS C  MOREHEAD         1/25/1973 

JOHN D MITCHELL                    1/30/1964 

JONATHAN D. PEREZ                1/18/2007 

Chase Raymond  Masters                1/9/2014 

GREGORY CARBONE                1/28/1999 

MASSIMO M  PAOLILLO           1/28/1999 

EDILBERTO P. YABUT               1/25/2007 

JOHN DAVID  BURGRAFF         1/29/2004 

Why Masons leave Masonry by Jeff Peace, Masonic 
Historian posted in the Freemasonry online.  

 

I began the process of addressing the many issues faced by modern 
Freemasonry. While many openly admit that there is a membership 
problem, they assume it’s due to a lack of interest in Freemasonry. 
However the statistics reveal that the real problem isn’t obtaining 
new members, but retaining them. The fraternity loses 90% of all 
new members within 24 months. Why? 

People join the Masonic Fraternity for a wide variety of reasons, 
but in the end they expect it to be a brotherhood based on moral 
principles and equality. What they soon discover is something more 
akin to George Orwell’s Animal Farm. They are told that all 
Masons are equal, and  that they meet on the Level and part on the 
Square, but the soon observe that all Masons are equal, only some 
are more equal than others. The plethora of honorary degrees, titles, 
and invitational organizations has resulted in an elite class of 
Masons who feel entitled to more privilege than that of the lowly 
Master Mason. Due to this, Masonry has devolved from the ideal of 
a brotherhood of all mankind into a quest for honors, titles and 
privilege. Ironically, every candidate is informed that Freemasonry 
is not a place to seek after frivolous honors, titles and privileges.  

While this system may have served the fraternity well during the 
19th Century, it is a boat anchor in the age of social networking. It 
makes the high ideals of Freemasonry appear to be nothing more 
than a convenient lie. This in turn brings in to question the moral 
credibility of the entire institution.  

Millennials and Generation X members walk away in disgust and 
tell their friends about Animal Farm Masonry, but not the true spirit 
of Freemasonry because they never had the opportunity to 
experience it.  

Every lodge has one or more bullies who feel it is their right to not 
only criticize new members, but control every facet of how a lodge 
operates. They all use familiar arguments such as “We’ve always 
done it this way”  When confronted with changes their threat of last 
resort is  “I am calling the Grand Lodge” These men are not real 
Masons. They don’t even understand the meaning of brotherhood. 
The only solution to this problem is to expel the bullies, thereby 
restoring a sense of brotherhood in the lodges.  

The bully problem is closely connected to the Animal Farm 
mentality that has been accepted as the norm in modern 
Freemasonry. The bullies are almost always a part of some elite or 
supposedly honorary Masonic body. There are, however, other 
cases where the bully takes great pride in being a simple “Master 

RICHARD C  MUNROE               1/25/1962 

ERIC DEAN  DEATON                  1/9/2003 

JARED N.THOMASON               1/11/2007 

TODD S. BLANC                          1/27/2005 

DENNIS GERALD SENST           1/25/2001 

KAMAL F  BUSAID                     1/30/1975 

JONATHAN E.  D'EMILIO           1/10/2013 

ARMOND  LIEBLING                  1/10/2013 

MICHAEL R. ROONEY               1/20/1966 

PAUL ALLEN MANERA            1/28/1960 

BRANDON J. VALENTINE         1/29/1998 

ROBERT V.  CALDWELL           1/29/2004 

DONALD D  PHILLIPS                1/25/1968 

PAUL J  SMITH JR.                      1/24/1980 

STEVEN K  SMITH                       1/9/2003 

JONATHAN L.  SORRELL          1/12/2012 

DARRELL D  SMITH MD              1/3/1958 
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ATTENTION ALL 

BROTHERS 

The monthly calendar will longer appear here 

as activities may change before the 

Trestleboard can be delivered to you. Go to 

the lodge website for dates and times. 

       http://www.scottsdalelodge43.com 

** January Events ** 

Trustee Meeting 

Roundtable Discussion 

Stated Meeting 

3rd Degree 

2nd Degree 

1st Degree 

Hosting Lodge of Instruction by DDGL WB James Xie  

2015 OFFICERS  
 

Worshipful Master  Bob Beffel PM              602-403-6771 

Senior Warden        James Callahan              602-377-0779 

Junior Warden        Curt Hills                        480-620-3732 

Senior Deacon        Brandon Valentine PM  480-639-9040 

Junior Deacon        Bradley Manhoff             602 809-5995 

Senior Steward       Matthew Hartzell            480 539-0133 

Junior Steward       Matthew Chavez              623-202-8825  

Marshal                  Wil Wilkins                         707-332-9973 

Chaplain                 Jonathan Beffel               480-353-1236  

Tyler                    David Woodland PM        480-772-0640 

Organist                 Carlos Rausch PM          480-941-2754 

Treasurer                Russell Sayre WB          480-998-7018 

Secretary                Stephen Clarke                480-946-5390 

MEETING PLACE 

Scottsdale Masonic Lodge,  
2531 N. Scottsdale Rd., Scottsdale, AZ.  

Stated Meeting: The first Thursday of each month at 
7:00pm, except July and August. 

Dinner at 6:00pm. 

For further information call (480) 946-1072  
or visit www.scottsdalelodge43.com. 

Action Planning Meeting 
 

On Dec 10, the WB Bob Beffel outlined his calendar year at an Action 
Planning Meeting held in the dining room. 

He described the programs he was implementing and defined 
Committee Chairmen to guide those programs. 

He also outlined duties for the Chairmen and Members as provided by 
Bro. Tony Darin, an expert in the field. 

These programs will not succeed if people do not participate. 

For many years we have been cutting programs to reduce costs but the 
feedback we got was that it reduced the number of reasons to come to 
Lodge. 

This is a vicious cycle that needs to stop or we will no longer have a 
Lodge or even a fraternity. 

The other thing defined at this meeting was a Mission Statement for 
Scottsdale Lodge – “To provide an environment in which good men can 
become better men”. 

If we remember that every activity at Scottsdale needs to support this 
Mission, then all the other issues we have will take care of themselves. 

Amaranth 

Happy Holidays! Members of Kinishba Court have been very busy 
attending installations, working fundraisers for our Diabetes Fund and 
having a great time as we close out 2015.  We are proud of our Sir 
Knights who have served Scottsdale Lodge this past year and those that 
will serve in the upcoming year.  We enjoyed cultivating our fraternal 
bonds of friendship with the Brethren of the Lodge and look forward to 
continuing the relationship in 2016.  

Wisdom is one of the virtues of the Order of the Amaranth.  The 
members of Amaranth believe that through Wisdom we can determine 
the best procedures to ensure our success.  As we approach a new year, 
the members of the Order will reflect on those achievements and 
disappointments of 2015 and going forward work to build on the 
successes and rethink the failures.  By exemplifying the virtue of 
Wisdom, we will continue to grow and succeed in all our endeavors. 

Happy New Year! May 2016 be the best year yet!  

Bizzy Herbolsheimer 

 

2015 Scottsdale Lodge Committee Chairmen 

 

Audit                                    Dr. Fred Carrington 

By-laws  / AMC                  Merle Anderson WM   480-235-7653           

Bikes for Books                  Bill Gesswein PM         480-205-1458 

Candidate Proficiency       James Callahan         602-377-0779 

Distressed MM                   Pillar Officers 

Education                               Bob Beffel PM             602-403-6771 

Facilities                               Stan Sparrow                 602-317-4071 

Friend to Friend                  Jim Watson PM            602-999-7018 

Finance Committee           Russell Sayre WM        480-998-7018 

Fund Raising                       Scott Tracy PM               602-697-1132 

Funeral                                 Fred Moore PM             602-840-7222 

Investigations                     Bob Beffel WM             602-403-6771  

Jewelry Case/Library        Nantas Sodano               480-203-4854  

Job’s Daughters                                Allen Nichols                 602-617-4504 

Trestleboard  Editor          Fred LaBell                      480-717-7716       flabell@cox.net 

Webmaster                         Chris Johnson                  480-251-7128  

Photographer              Chhaya Tan                                         480-570-1900 


